STRONG
BRANDS

ANNUAL REPORT

2017

HAWESKO HOLDING AG

507
million € sales
+5,4% growth

30

million € EBIT
6% EBIT yield in proportion
to sales

We are delighted to have achieved our own targets for 2017:
we stepped up the pace of growth compared with previous
years in upping sales by 5.4% – while at the same time increasing the efficiency and profitability of core business. This went
hand in hand with an improved result at EBIT level – despite
the start-up costs for growth initiatives. Hawesko Holding AG
continues to finance itself internally and distributes a stable
dividend – an overall position of which we are very proud.

FACTS &
FIGURES

1.30
€ dividend

per share, stable distribution
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Philosophy

WHAT
MAKES
US WHO
WE ARE

HAWESKO HOLDING AG

We believe a strong brand alliance of
trading companies requires a leadership approach that actively
manages and expands the brand portfolio, identifies future
opportunities with foresight, promotes growth and taps
synergies through shared platforms.
OUR CONVICTION.

We adopt a considered and consistent
approach in every area. In typical Hanseatic fashion.
Our customers and thrilling them are at the heart of all our
decisions and actions. As specialists, we are close to the market
and the trends. We promote innovations and continually
try new things. Based on our experience, our dialogue with
experts and our close knowledge of customer requirements,
we prepare the way for a successful future.
OUR PHILOSOPHY.

We are Europe’s largest, most profitable and
most innovative wine trader at the premium end of the market.
OUR STATUS QUO.
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Majority stake
in Wein & Vinos;
increase of
Group online
sales to € 58 mill.

2012

50 years
HAWESKO;
40 years Jacques’,
285 stores.

2014

Change-of-control:
Detlev Meyer,
supervisory board
member of many
years, takes
on a majority
shareholding;
change to a new
generation in
the management
board.

2015

Strategic re-orientation started:
Strengthening of the
Group's retail/B2B
brands with
powerful platforms
and shared services;
build-up of the
parent company
into an active
central strategic
body for the Group.

2016

Expansion of the
premium-wine offer
by taking majority
stakes in WeinArt
and Grand
Cru Select;
record sales
and EBIT figures,
online sales
reach € 99 mill.

2017
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MILESTONES OF HAWESKO
HOLDING AG – THE STOCK
MARKET ANNIVERSARY

.

SUCCESSFUL VINTAGES

.

20

LL

HERE’S TO

Contribution-in-kind of
HAWESKO,
Jacques’ WeinDepot and CWD
into the new
Hawesko
Holding AG;
IPO and split from
the Metro Group.

1998

8

Majority stakes
taken in the Wein
Wolf Group and
the fine wine
trading house
rich in tradition,
Carl Tesdorpf.

1999

Additional top
class producers
such as Marchesi
Antinori gained
as partners;
200th Jacques’
Wein-Depot
opened.

2001

40th anniversary
of HAWESKO,
30th anniversary
of Jacques’;
250 stores.

2004

Stabile development even in the
financial crisis;
majority stake
taken in Globalwine in
Switzerland.

2009

The Wine
Company
commences
mail-order
business
serving Sweden

The topic of wine has long been associated with a highly exciting
business model. But only few have succeeded in putting this
concept into practice workably and with enduring success.
Hawesko is one such player – first with its notably successful wine
trading concepts, since 1998 through the merger under the umbrella of Hawesko Holding AG and its IPO. The Hawesko Group has
grown steadily with its buy-and-build strategy, has consistently
paid a dividend for 20 years and established itself successfully on
the stock market.

2010

9

Interview

A VERY
SUCCESSFUL
YEAR
IN WORDS
10

HAWESKO HOLDING AG

A mere glance at the figures reveals wine is on-trend worldwide!
But what does that really mean? Which wine trends can we be
pleased with? How is digitalisation transforming the market?
And what opportunities for growth does it offer? We asked the
people who know the world of wine better than most: the Board
of Management members of Hawesko Holding AG, Thorsten
Hermelink, Alexander Borwitzky, Raimund Hackenberger and
Nikolas von Haugwitz. A board meeting with a difference!
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HAWESKO HOLDING AG

We achieved higher growth and we boosted the
efficiency and profitability of core business. That
means we can finance additional growth initiatives
internally. I’m more than happy with the 5.4% rise in
sales. An important growth factor was online sales,
which we increased by 15% year on year.
Let’s stay with the subject of online trading:
how much scope do you believe the Hawesko Group
has to raise its profile in e-commerce even further,
amid a growing field of competitors?
henever
THORSTEN HERMELINK I think e-commerce
Hawesko Holding Board of Management members
is creating movement in the market. Ultimately,
Thorsten Hermelink, Nikolas von Haugwitz,
the challenge is increasingly about delighting
Alexander Borwitzky and Raimund Hackenberger
customers. The online channel offers many new
meet, they usually have important decisions
ways for us to do that to our benefit. We already enjoy
to take. Today’s meeting
an excellent position with a
is a little more informal:
top-class range and a customerwe invited the brains behind
friendly shopping experience –
Hawesko to meet up over
and we’ll get even better at
“Come in and taste!”
a coffee, for a casual interview.
those things.
is our motto for Jacques’
How are things looking for
44th anniversary.
the Hawesko Group in 2017?
You mentioned digitalisation.
ALEXANDER BORWITZKY
Everyone is talking about it –
Mr Hermelink, obviously the
but what does it mean for the
first thing we’d like to ask you is:
Hawesko Group?
can we raise our glasses as we look back on the
THORSTEN HERMELINK Allow me a preliminary
2017 financial year?
remark: digitalisation currently enjoys an almost
THORSTEN HERMELINK Yes, indeed. We achieved
mystical quality in the trade. But we need to rememour goals for 2017 and can be pleased with matters.
ber this: digitalisation can of course be a way of
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making good business models even better, but
rethinking our approach and have put the “digital
there’s no way digitalisation can turn a poor business
first” principle right at the top of our agenda.
model into a good one. Here at the Hawesko Group,
we want to seize the opportunities that digital
Describe a typical online shopping experience
channels offer, so that we can please our customers
in the year 2017.
even more. The new media are permanently transforNIKOLAS VON HAUGWITZ Previously, print
ming the way our customers obtain information and
communications were adapted virtually 1:1 for
make purchases. We are adjusonline use, but we now think
ting to this, and will profit from
precisely the other way round.
it. What is more, the new data
Customers can now place orders
“Digitalisation can of course
models today offer many more
for wine from anywhere. Signifibe a way of making good
ways of understanding custocantly more than half of wine
business models even better.”
mers’ needs and preferences
orders in our Digital brand unit
THORSTEN HERMELINK
better and serving them more
are placed online – with a strong
accurately.
upward trend. It’s “just” a
question of meeting customers
It must be an exciting task
where they are and firing their
handling digitalisation for an organisation with
imagination with a frictionless customer journey.
strong roots in traditional mail-order business.
However simple that may sound, it’s a very sophistiNIKOLAS VON HAUGWITZ As Board Member for
cated process.
the Digital business unit, I am confronted with this
task every day – and it fascinates me. Other traditional
It sounds exciting. Can you keep up with the big
businesses have shown how you need to change
multinational players in e-commerce?
processes and structures in response to this challenNIKOLAS VON HAUGWITZ Definitely. A key factor
ge. The main thing is to speed up. Complicated
is our incomparable wine expertise. By putting
decision-making processes and that notorious
together our ranges and delivering a positive UX –
“but-we’ve-always-done-it-like-this” attitude simply
or user experience – in the online shop, we can spark
don’t work in today’s world. We, too, have long been
our customers’ enthusiasm. Wine is a topic that
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HAWESKO HOLDING AG

the solid balance sheet ratios, an equity ratio of 40%
– and of course our ability to consistently pay out a
decent dividend.

thrives as much on emotions as it does on expertise,
product range and authenticity. After all, we are the
ones who enjoy relationships with the vintners that
are built on trust and go back many years. And the
fact that we’re Europe’s biggest online dealer for wine
proves we’re going about things the right way!

The figures speak volumes: Jacques’ has reported
a like-for-like rise in sales for the twelfth year in a
row. That’s unique – what’s the secret behind this
achievement?
ALEXANDER BORWITZKY As my Board colleague
has already mentioned, wine thrives on emotions,
passion and expertise. We offer our customers all
those things rolled up together at the store: the
experience of being able to taste creates customer
loyalty, to which our dedicated store proprietors add
that vital ingredient of personal service. Then there’s
the convenience of either being able to take your
wine with you there and then, or having that heavy
case delivered in effect straight to your wine rack.
Our customers just love that.

thrilling our customers with quality, both through
the further development of our established brands
such as Jacques’, HAWESKO and Vinos, and with
new concepts. For example, we are currently expanWhat does it mean for a company to have been
ding WirWinzer and in Hamburg we have opened
listed on the stock exchange for 20 years?
“Enzo” – a concept for Italian wines. On top of that,
RAIMUND HACKENBERGER It
we remain on the lookout for
speaks volumes for the excellent
suitable acquisition targets.
quality of our company – and our
There are so many opportunities
products. After all, throughout
for the Hawesko Group – we are
“Our shareholders appreciate
our entire 20 years on the stock
really looking forward to the
that we have consistently paid out
exchange we have been in the
next few years!
a dividend for the past 20 years
quality segment, the Prime
and presented ourselves
Standard – so we’ve satisfied the
Finally, can you give us an idea
as a profitable investment.”
financial markets’ most exacting
of how the wine market is
RAIMUND HACKENBERGER
requirements. Our shareholders
currently changing?
appreciate that we have consisTHORSTEN HERMELINK Over
tently paid out a dividend for the
the past few years there has been
past 20 years and can present ourselves as a
a clear trend towards better-quality wines. Wine
profitable investment.
shouldn’t just taste good, it should be cultivated and
produced sustainably. People are once again looking
And what are your plans for 2018?
for those “special” wines that stand out from the crowd
THORSTEN HERMELINK In terms of figures, we are
thanks to their character, individuality and authentitargeting organic growth of 3–4% and a bit further
city. I’m delighted at this development, because we can
improvement in profitability. We want to continue
attract and retain customers with an extensive range.

A brilliant success story, which Jacques’ WeinDepot also shares. “Jacques’” has now been in the
market for over 40 years. What are you doing to
move with the times?
ALEXANDER BORWITZKY “Come in and taste!” is
our current motto for Jacques’ 44th anniversary.
Basically, our customers can taste almost all our
wines whenever they want,
giving them a unique shopping
experience. We draw on our
But Jacques’ good result is
experience and the over-thejust one element of Hawesko
“The fact that we’re Europe’s biggest
counter setting to dovetail online
Holding AG’s success this year.
online dealer for wine proves we are
and offline intelligently: custoWhat else do the trading figures
going about things the right way.”
mers can place an order on their
tell us?
NICOLAS VON HAUGWITZ
phone, and collect the goods at
RAIMUND HACKENBERGER
the store. Or the other way
Definitely a faster pace of
round: have a tasting at the store,
growth, with sales up 5.4%.
then get the bottles delivered to their doorstep the
As Chief Financial Officer I am proud that we have
very same day. An extended online range from our
taken sales above the half a billion threshold and can
long-standing partner vintners completes the overall
report an operating profit (EBIT) of more than €30
“Jacques’” experience.
million for the first time. But I’m also pleased with
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Germany’s
oldest fine
wine trader
The Tesdorpfs, a family of long-established
Hanseatic traders, founded “Weinhandel
zu Lübeck” in 1678. It was the eleventh
entry on the Commercial Register of
Lübeck, marking the birth of the first
fine wine trader. Until this very day the
company is the premier address for
fine wines, noted for its immense wine
expertise and for its daily “mission to
promote good taste”.

FACETS OF
OUR PASSION
Every wine connoisseur knows a wine can contain up to 500
different aromatics. A unique combination that creates an
extraordinary overall experience. Hawesko Holding AG the
wine trader can be considered as multi-faceted as wine itself:
the three segments – Digital, B2B and Omni-Channel –
are all market leaders in their respective areas; considering
each of them in isolation as well as in combination,
they constitute a well-balanced entity that serves the various
facets of the brand. We would like to present these “facets”
of Hawesko Holding AG here.
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Recommended
by the best
CWD Champagner und Wein KG has been
a leading player in wine distribution since
1986. The company sells over 800 wines,
champagnes, sparkling wines and spirits
by renowned producers such as Lafite
Rothschild and Catena exclusively
to high-end gastronomy and the
specialist trade.
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HAWESKO HOLDING AG

Whether for experts or those who are still on their way to discover
the perfect wine: HAWESKO offers a top-class selection of wines,
champagnes and high-quality spirits as Germany’s leading
online supplier. As well as the high-quality products themselves,
customers benefit from excellent service and straightforward
ordering and shipping methods.

THE NO. 1
FOR MAIL ORDER
Where premium comes to life! As Germany’s leading
supplier of high-quality wines & champagnes, HAWESKO
has definitively accomplished the digital transformation from
traditional mail-order business into modern online player.
The success story has something of a modern fairy tale.
Once upon a time, in a garage in Hamburg...

LOVE WINE. LIVE WINE.
When Hamburg entrepreneur Peter Margaritoff
established the wine mail-order company
Hanseatisches Wein- und Sekt-Kontor in 1964,
a small backyard garage served as the operating
facility. Today, that would probably be called the
“hands-on” approach. The company has always been
characterised by an ability to tackle things head-on
and, if need be, to create its own market. After a few
initial teething troubles, HAWESKO has known only
one direction: up. The basic philosophy – finding the
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world’s best wines and offering them expertly to
customers – has remained unchanged throughout.
Whether in its former classic guise of mail-order
company or today in the form of a modern, digital
business that combines unique wine expertise to offer
“the best from every region”. Every product is presented in a sophisticated, emotional and modern way, and
excellent service with personal wine advice helps to
keep customers coming back time and time again.
Instead of the garage, a sizeable company has now
come into being. And HAWESKO has evolved into
Germany’s Number One in the premium wine trade.

Alex Kim joined the
management of
HAWESKO GmbH in
August 2017.
He has taken on the
responsibilities of
marketing and
purchasing.
Mr von Haugwitz
is management
spokesman. (left:
Nikolas von Haugwitz;
right: Alex Kim)
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The Swiss
wine experts
Globalwine AG has been a leading
supplier of wine in Switzerland for
20 years now. As a distributor and
mail-order company, it acts as the link
between a discerning clientele and
top-quality products. The company
also gets involved in the development
of successful wineries.
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The specialist
for German
wine

Partner to
upscale
gastronomy

Deutschwein Classics is Germany’s leading
distributor of top German wines from
tradition-conscious, renowned winemakers
as well as from a new generation of talented
young winemakers. The company offers the
world’s biggest range of aged, sought-after
products from the leading VDP estates
for Germany’s top restaurants.

As a supplier to absolute top-end
gastronomy, Grand Cru Select offers
a thrilling and exclusive range of timeless,
individual wines. All the wineries
it carries – include renowned names
such as Bollinger – are family-run,
with an intensive partnership permitting
depth of insight and top-class advice.

Premium
selection for
the trade
The business concept of Alexander von Essen
is unique: as a “travelling winemaker”,
he teams up with the best winemakers
worldwide to develop exceptional wines.
The result is an outstanding portfolio that
is assembled exclusively and individually
for trade partners. All wines offered are
single-location wines that echo history and
heritage in the choice of bottle and label.
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COME IN

HAWESKO HOLDING AG

The engaging thing about Jacques’ is its uncomplicated approach to wine:
you taste it – you like it – you buy it! With its invitation to “come in and
taste!” Jacques’ now wants to reach even more potential wine lovers.
Managing Director Kathy Féron explains the concept.

AND TASTE
From choosing the wine in a restaurant to replenishing your
wine rack at home or trading jargon in the bar, the subject of
wine is still widely perceived as a “man’s world”. That has long
since changed, with more and more women successfully
entering the world of wine – as demonstrated by one of the
best-known women on Germany’s wine scene: Kathy Féron.

LIVING AUTHENTICITY
The Managing Director of Jacques’ embodies the
huge, sustained success of the multi-channel wine
dealer. Ask her what appeals to her about her profession, and her eyes light up: “I love my work, which is
also my vocation,” declares the graduate oenologist –
quoting her buying strategy by way of an example:
“We chose the “Come in and taste!” motto to
encapsulate Jacques’ entire self-perception in just a
simple phrase. Whether wine connoisseur or newbie –
people should decide for themselves what they like.
They can – no, need to – taste our wares, while we
support them with our expertise. Such a service will
only work if our products are genuinely authentic
and we know not just about the wines themselves,
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but also about their backstory.” Small wonder, then,
that she is on first-name terms with just about every
important winemaker and regularly calls on them.
Often accompanied by store partners. “That’s the
only way we can make sure our partners can
pass on their own encounter with the winemaker,
their perception of the vineyard, and not least the
uniqueness of the wine, to our customers.”
You sense that Kathy Féron could probably philosophise about Jacques’ for hours on end. Instead,
she summarises her ambition for the future in the
succinct remark: “Wine should also be fun! That’s
why we give our customers a very simple invitation
to step inside for their very own, personal wine
experience.” So, why wait? Come in and taste!

Countries of origin

Other

Spain

11
15

Germany

Total locations

15

33

Customer structure

293 298 306

49%

France

female

26
Italy

2015

2016

51%
male

2017
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The wine world
in Sweden

Wine is art
Wines for connoisseurs: WeinArt offers
its customers an extensive selection
of luxurious, mature wines primarily
from France and Germany. As well
as this unique selection of rare products,
the company captivates its customers
with its exceptional advice and deep
specialist knowledge. The premier
address for passionate wine drinkers.

From its Hamburg base, The Wine
Company supplies exclusive wines
from all leading wine regions worldwide
to its Swedish customers. As Sweden’s
biggest mail-order dealer, the company
offers an alternative to the state
monopoly and can supply many wines
that would not otherwise be available
in Sweden.

Luxury
in Frenchspeaking
Switzerland
With a huge passion for wine
and many years of experience
in importing deluxe French
wines from the Bordeaux region,
Vogel Vins is among the leading
players in its field.
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Wine without
a dress code
From its beginnings as a “secret
tip” to being voted among the top
three specialist retailers in Germany,
Weinladen is the unconventional
meeting place for young wine
enthusiasts – and those who want
to explore it in greater depth –
with its combination of bar,
wine shop and online shop.
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10.4
9.5
8.8
8.2
7.2

HAWESKO HOLDING AG

2017 ....
The best selection from
Spain meets a modern
online shop – the Vinos
concept holds appeal
not just for young
customers.

2016 .................

2015 ...................

2014 ........................

2013 ...................................

As well as the seven branches, the web shop
is a crucial part of the multi-channel concept

Bottles sold (million units)

Primera
División
¡Olé! In the poll to find Germany’s best online shops of 2017, the
Spanish wine specialist topped the Value for Money category –
and Vinos can also boast the Berlin Wine Trophy as the best
retailer of Spanish wine. What’s the secret?
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STEP BY STEP TO THE TOP
Wine from Spain? German wine drinkers long
associated it with cheap quality, with Spanish
winemakers mainly focusing on the domestic market
for their premium wines. But the slump in demand
there following the 2008 financial crisis forced them
to rethink their whole strategy.
Since then, a new generation of Spanish winemakers
have radically changed the scene. Their abundant
passion, new winemaking techniques and the diversity of wine-growing areas have driven a huge advance
in quality. The result? The export ratio climbed to 25%
within a very short time. One company that has been a
major contributor to this trend is Vinos. Its people in
Berlin have been regarded as the ultimate “Spain experts”
for more than 20 years and offer the most extensive
range of Spanish wines, cavas and sherries in Germany.
Their journey sounds like the stuff of dreams for a
start-up: four wine-crazy friends returned from a trip
to Spain in 1996. They discovered nobody could
supply the Spanish wines they wanted, so arranged
their own consignment, which they then sold to
friends. This led to the opening of the first wine shop

in Berlin-Kreuzberg, followed by more branches and
then the first web shop as long ago as 1997.
The young, innovative company built up an enthusiastic following – and attracted the attention of
Hawesko Holding. Since the latter’s involvement in
2012, it has been sharing its expertise and helping to
expand the e-commerce activities. The concept of
Managing Director Christopher Maaß and his team
works: by intelligently picking up on the latest online
trends and keeping processes lean, they reach particularly customers who are excited by the prospect of
leaving the well-trodden path to discover genuine
insider’s tips and highlights of Iberian viniculture.
Personal ties with the bodegas and winemakers in
Spain, which often turn into friendships, are a big
help. Alongside offering its extensive range of over
1,800 different wines, it focuses clearly on making
exciting discoveries in Spanish winemaking and
developing own innovative wine concepts. Sustainable growth confirms the viability of Vinos. There is
ample positive customer feedback on the website. So
the success story of Spanish wines still has some
mileage in it – we’ll raise a glass of Rioja Reserva to
that! Or a fresh blanco from Galicia. Or a fine sherry
from Andalusia. We’re spoilt for choice!
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The marketplace for
German wines

A penchant
for wine
The range carried by the wine experts
from Austria encompasses three areas:
global brands and famous names such
as Champagne Taittinger, Gaja and
Torres, as well as an appealing range
of Burgundies such as Ramonet,
alongside top Austrian vineyards with
a range of unique breadth and depth.
A premium array of exclusive spirits
and cognacs completes the portfolio –
making WEIN WOLF a partner of choice
for gastronomy and specialist retailers
throughout Austria.

As a young business located in the heart
of Munich, WirWinzer offers the widest
selection of German wines. The team
of young, Internet-savvy people has set itself
the task not just of providing a marketplace
for established German winemakers, but also
of helping unknown newcomers to sell their
products and grow in unison. Customers
appreciate the attention to detail in the wine
descriptions, which go hand in hand with
profound expertise and excellent terms.

Home of
the choicest
wines
Wein Wolf GmbH has been specialising
in exclusive imports of top international wines
for 40 years. As the leading and best-known
supplier of premium wines for specialist retailers,
gastronomy and grocery retailers, the German
company captivates its customers with
an impressive range, including many famous
names such as Champagne Taittinger,
Torres and Kloster Eberbach.
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A fine
tradition
The distillery Edelobstbrennerei Gebr.
J. & M. Ziegler GmbH was established
in Freudenberg am Main back in 1865 –
since when it has turned the process
of distillation to a fine art. As one
of Germany’s best fruit distilleries,
the company produces spirits of
exceptional quality.
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Weinland Ariane Abayan is Germany’s leading importer
and distributor of Italian and South African wines. As exclusive
supplier to top restaurants, the company is the sole source
of over 100 producers, including names such as Antinori, Masi,
Vergelegen and Boschendal. Selected vineyards in Spain
and overseas complete the portfolio.

HAWESKO HOLDING AG

WINE
A PASSION FOR

,
ITALIAN-STYLE
Everyone is well-connected at Weinland Ariane Abayan: after
all, it has been home to the world’s most notable wine producers
since its establishment in 1984. Personal contact in the native
tongue, an excellent portfolio and long-term agreements are
among its priorities.

THE WINE AMBASSADOR FROM HAMBURG
Ask Managing Director Anton A Rössner for his
corporate philosophy, and he does not need to reflect
for long: “We don’t simply want to “offer” our wines,
we actually see ourselves as ambassadors of our
unique products. It is an honour for us to represent
and promote them in the German market.”
That self-view pervades every area of the Hamburg
wine dealer. Take Customer Care, for instance. There
are a number of Italian colleagues who enquire after
the needs and preferences of the “ristorante” –
the upscale “Italian eatery round the corner” – in the
Italian language. That strengthens ties, enhances
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quality – and is an absolutely unique selling proposition. Alongside providing this in-depth support for
its customers from mainstream gastronomy,
Weinland Ariane Abayan places the spotlight on
the winemakers. “When the winemaker succeeds,
we succeed in our work. We get to know all producers
in person, meet them several times a year on wine
trips or at exhibitions – and build trust with long-term
agreements,” reveals Rössner.
An uncompromising focus on the quality of the
range, a basis for treating customers and winemakers
almost as friends – and a team of individuals who
live and breathe wine: that is the secret recipe for
the passion for wine, Italian-style.
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